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Links with HEP groups in La Plata and Bariloche

Ongoing Collaborations with •Valencia
•Firenze
•Zürich
•Debrecen
•Liverpool
•BNL
•Milano
•Tübingen
•Chicago

 Students strongly involved in collaborations 

 About 70% of publications in collaboration with  
    LHCphenonet researchers (up to 3 nodes)
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Research Topics

• Nucleon Structure (fragmentation functions) Roger Hernandez
• Spin dependent Processes
• Beyond the Standard Model
• Perturbative QCD : NNLO and resummation
• Higgs Physics

•Two photons at NNLO: main background for Higgs (Leandro Cieri)

• Higgs cross section (gluon-fusion): used by LHC for Higgs search/discovery

Coordinator of LHC Higgs cross section working group

Work within the network essential for Higgs discovery

WP1
WP2 and WP3

WP3

WP2
WP3

Buenos Aires- Zürich



Training activities

• 1 Student in SUSY 2011 Summer School
• 3 students in LHCphenoNet Winter School 2012 (Ascona)
• 4 Students in Cteq 2012 (Peru)
• 12 Students in PASI 2012 (Buenos Aires)
• 1 Student in LHCphenonet Annual meeting 2012
• 5 Visits to Zürich
• 1 Visit to Firenze
• 1 going to Valencia

• Phenomenology Workshop (Buenos Aires) : HEP group (July 2011)

• PASI 2012 Exploring the Terascale and Beyond :  2 weeks in March 2012

110 participants 

Our students involved in the organization, including

• Chair sessions
• Lead and summarize discussion sessions
• Organize workshop



Students receive training for both academic and non-academic work

• Journal club on wednesday morning

review papers of the last week 
and one is presented by a student 

Former members:

• José Zurita (postdoc at Zürich University)
• Federico Wagner (oil company YPF, Argentina)
• Gabriela Navarro (Professor at Universidad Antonio Nariño, Colombia) 
• Alejandro Daleo (private company, Zürich)

• (longer term) Visitor Program

Recent Lectures by M.Carena, C.Wagner, J.M. Maldacena

improve presentation skills
Summarize/extract information



(Local) Outreach

•General Public presentations

>500 people in July at the University

•Interviews in TV, radio and newspapers (enhanced by Higgs discovery)

•Script for a TV series (physics and sport) 



Proposal for GGI workshop

Prospects and precision at the Large Hadron Collider
at 14 TeV

– Proposal for a GGI program in 2014 –

Summary
The GGI program Prospects and precision at the Large Hadron Collider at 14 TeV aims at bringing
together the world experts in precision predictions in QCD and in the electroweak theory for physics at
the LHC. Both discovery and precision physics, as well as their interplay, will be addressed. The program
will initially quantify the accuracy of then available theory predictions and subsequently identify and
focus on areas where improvements due to coherent action are needed. To this end, the feedback from
the experimental community will receive maximal attention. As an ultimate goal the proposed program
should enhance the prospects for new physics discoveries at the LHC after 2014.

Physics motivation
The primary goal of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the search for the Higgs boson and the
comprehension of the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking. Very recently, the ATLAS
and CMS experiments at the LHC have announced the discovery of a new particle compatible
with a Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson of a mass of about 125 GeV. This achievement has
been made possible by a very good machine performance in the runs during 2010–2012 at a
center-of mass energy for the colliding protons of 7 and 8 TeV. A long shutdown and an upgrade
to the design collision energy of 14 TeV are scheduled for 2013.

From the theory side the experimental analyses and the successful Higgs search in particular
have received great support and have been supplied with theoretical predictions of an unprece-
dented precision. To exploit the high quality of the collected data, equally accurate computations
of SM cross sections are indispensable. This in turn requires a quantitative understanding of
the SM at the per cent level, including radiative corrections in the gauge theory of the strong
interactions, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), as well as in the electroweak sector of the SM.
Dedicated analyses of well-known standard-candle processes along with the simultaneous de-
termination of non-perturbative parameters such as the strong coupling constant as, masses of
heavy quarks and Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) have laid the foundations for searches
for the Higgs particle and new physics phenomena at the LHC, whose signals are expected as a
small excess of events over a large SM background.

4. studies of jet dynamics, minimum bias and underlying event at the LHC @ 14 TeV;

5. studies of multiparton interactions at 14 TeV and multiple proton-proton interactions at
high luminosity;

6. new developments in all order resummation and Monte-Carlo generators;

7. improved determination of parton distributions and as;

8. inclusion of electroweak contributions into PDFs and into QCD NLO + Parton Shower
generators.

In addition to theorists, the workshops will require the key participation of a few experimen-
talists working at the LHC, who are expected to stay at the GGI for shorter periods.

We also anticipate the possibility of arranging one focus week, with a series of pedagogical
overview lectures for the benefit of all the participants, young researchers and postdocs.

During the rest of the time we are planning to leave more space for informal and topical
discussion, with typically (no more than) one official seminar per day.

We plan to support the participation of a number of young researchers with the financial help
of the EU network LHCPhenoNet funded by the European Commission during 2011-2014.

Organizers
The proposed project will be jointly organized by
D. de Florian (Buenos Aires, Argentina),
S. Moch (DESY, Zeuthen, Germany),
G. Montagna (Pavia U. & INFN Pavia, Italy)
F. Piccinini (INFN Pavia, Italy)

• Fellows/students/postdocs meeting in Buenos Aires 2013 (April/May)


